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[Spring 2019
Workshop] SAVE
THE DATE:
ETUG's 25th
anniversary
conference June
20-21, 2019
2019 marks the 25th anniversary of ETUG, and we are planning a very special 25th Anniversary
conference at Thompson Rivers University in Kamloops, BC on June 20-21, 2019. For 25 years,
ETUG’s annual conference has gathered the most dynamic and creative educational technology
professionals from around the province of BC for an intensive, highly collaborative exploration of
new educational technologies, …
Read more.

[Spring 2019

Workshop] 25th
Anniversary
Program Teaser
Contributed by SCETUG's 25th
Anniversary Program Committee This
year’s action-packed conference will
offer participants two days of focused
thinking and conversations with
inspiring keynotes, concurrent
sessions, a panel discussion, awards,
social events, and much more. Join
us for two amazing days of
collaboration, innovation, and
learning, discovering new ways to
spark change within the field of
educational technology. And, to …
Read more.

[Fall 2018
Workshop] ETUG
Community
Gathers to "Just
Share It" at
ECUAD
Contributed by Clint Lalonde and
Robynne Devine, BCcampus On Friday, November 2, close to 100 ETUG participants gathered at
Emily Carr University of Arts + Design (ECUAD) in Vancouver for the annual Fall Workshop. The

theme for the fall workshop was “Just Share It,” exploring ways in which our community can
deepen the ways in which we share and disseminate …
Read more.

[Member Profile]
Meet Florence
Daddey from JIBC
Tell us a bit about where you work
and what you do. I work at the Centre
for Teaching, Learning & Innovation at
Justice Institute of British Columbia
(JIBC) as an instructional designer,
facilitating faculty development
activities, and also working as a
sessional instructor. How long have
you been involved in teaching and
learning and/or ed technology? I have been …
Read more.

The 12 Apps of
Christmas 2018
Contributed by Keith Webster,
SCETUG Ready for the holidays?
The 12 Apps of Christmas will
combine the holiday season with a
dozen apps that can support your

teaching and learning. Back for a third
year, the 12 Apps of Christmas will
start rolling out on Monday,
December 3 with a new app
presented each work day until
Tuesday, December 18. …
Read more.

[Job Posting]
Learning Designer
at Douglas
College
A temporary Learning Designer
position is available at Douglas
College. The successful applicant is a
digitally fluent educator responsible
for providing faculty support in the purposeful integration of educational technologies in the
development of curriculum and course delivery. Read all about it here.
Read more.

